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Harris 1
Biomedicine and shamanism are two types of ethnomedicines found in the world. The
film, Embrace of the Serpent, directed by Ciro Guerra, follows the Amazonian shaman named
Karamakate over two timelines leading western scientists in search of a sacred plant called the
yakruna.1 While the characters are fictional, the scientists Theo and Evan are based on two
scientists in the twentieth century and their writings of the Amazon and indigenous people. 2 The
film has numerous scenes containing Amazonian healing as well as western misunderstanding
and condemnation of the Amazonian culture. I want to research what occurs when biomedicine
meets Amazonian shamanism based on this film and other readings to examine if indigenous
beliefs and culture can endure in the globalizing world.
Biomedicine is the prominent medicine found in western, specifically American, culture.
Its main beliefs are treating the body as a machine and seeing the body and mind as separate
entities.3 Comparing the body to a machine gives each part distinct qualities that need to be
healed separately by different specialties, while shamanistic healing is based on interacting with
the spiritual dimension found in daily life.4 For the past few centuries biomedicine has been
considered as lacking a culture because it is based in science; however, this started to change
with a closer examination of this specific medicine and others.5 One problem with biomedicine is
its impersonal methodology, which I believe to be a large part of why people globally utilize
other alternative healing methods, including shamanism. Biomedicine is rooted solely in science,
and it lacks a spiritual or mindful aspect many people seek. In biomedicine, every individual
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body is normalized and not seen as a singular being with an individual illness.6 Starting with the
ideas of the Enlightenment, European medicine created the metaphor of the body as a machine
that could be generalized to diagnose an illness and create a treatment.7 Treatments only deal
with the immediate illness and specific part of the body, which is experiencing sickness instead
of considering possible long-term effects of the treatment and illness as well as how other parts
of the body may be affected.8 The body is seen as separate from the mind, which often presents a
problem since mental health affects the body’s health. Biomedicine also utilizes very invasive
procedures with many of which may not be needed.9 Many people do not want to experience
these procedures if there is another option because they may lead to more pain and suffering in
the end. On the other hand, alternative healing methods see the body as a whole and treats it as
such with the mind and body being one essence. In the United States, people find the personal
and spiritual aspect lacking in biomedicine through alternative healing methods, such as yoga or
acupuncture.
In Embrace of the Serpent, shamanism contains personal and spiritual aspects, which
treats the body and mind as being connected. Shamanism was the main healing practice in many
areas of the world before colonization and western imperialism. Shamans receive their
knowledge of the body and power of healing from spirits and deities through visions or dreams.10
Specifically in the Amazon, shamans received the knowledge of healing from Kuwai who is a
spirit that has a body made of songs, sickness, and the ancestry of the people.11 There are three
main plants used by shamans from which they draw their power: the plants are mapacho, toē, and
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ayahuasca.12 The jaguar shaman, who is one of the highest ranking shamans in Amazonian
culture, places humanity in terms of two worlds containing deities and the souls of animals as
well as the deceased.13 During colonialism, the jaguar shaman was responsible for alerting the
people of the dangers of losing their traditions.14 Tradition is an essential part of the culture
which links the people to their ancestors, and without it they are vulnerable to increased sickness
and the effect of sorcery.15 This emphasis on tradition is lacking in biomedicine due to its lack of
ties to the past and its disengaged approach to culture even though individual patients and healers
have different cultures.
In the globalizing world, biomedicine is seen as the epitome of medicine and technology,
which undermines other ethnomedicines and does not categorize them as medicine. This is
largely due to it being a part of western culture. With colonializition, the idea of western
superiority spread, and this included the idea of biomedicine. Biomedicine quickly forced its way
into parts of the world where shmanaism was prominent, and it became the dominant healing
method due to it believing it is superior and as an aspect of colonization and western
imperialism. It dismissed other types of healing methods as superfluous and too mystical to be
considered a medicine. Indigenous healing methods were seen as “culturally biased” and cannot
be reliable because of the lack of a scientific base.16
With biomedicine having this sense of superiority and due to its hegemony in the world,
it is hard for shamanism to endure in the current time; however, it is possible for the two to
co-exist. In Embrace of the Serpent, a main theme throughout the film is how western culture
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understands or rejects indigenous knowledge, specifically surrounding Karamakate’s healing and
knowledge. At the end of the first timeline occurring early in the twentieth century, Karamakate
finds that the sacred yakruna plant has been cultivated and used in ways that disrespect the
spiritual importance of the plant.17 Karamakate burns the plant, so it cannot be used again in this
way. This scene shows the aspect of colonial dominance where western values overshadow
indigenous culture and traditions. Theo was sick and only had self-seeking purposes for finding
the yakruna plant. He did not respect the shaman or the culture of the Amazon. During
colonization and to current day, western culture and biomedicine sees itself as superior and does
not consider other medicines as being valid. During the 1900s, shamanism was seen as more
mystical and given the term “primitive medicine,” which undermined its effectiveness at healing
and as an ethnomedicine.18 Indigenous healing is being lost to the dominance of western
colonization. In the end, Theo dies by Karamakate’s actions of burning the plant because of his
disrespect of the shaman and his culture.19
In the second timeline of the film occurring later in the century, Karamakate and Evan
find the last yakruna plant in existence. Karamakate uses the yakruna plant to induce visions for
Evan, which shamans often do with medicinal plants to help heal the patient or to transfer
knowledge.20 Karamakate gives his knowledge of healing to Evan in the end of the film because
he was willing to understand the culture and healing methods.21 This exchange of healing
knowledge between the two men could represent a shared desire for protection of all lives.22
Since the start of European colonialism, there was a fear within the Amazon of forgetting or
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losing their traditions due to other beliefs being forced upon them.23 One reason is that the
knowledge has to be transferred through oral tradition, which is often forgotten in the midst of
western medicine’s reliance on written scrutiny for the transfer of knowledge.24 However, this
exchange shows a continuation of the healing through mutual respect and understanding.
In recent years, biomedicine has become to be called an ethnomedicine, and various
shamanistic healing traditions have been categorized as ethnomedicines instead of “primitive
medicines.”25 Categorizing shamanism as a “primitive medicine” is another aspect of
colonization and superiority found in biomedicine. It dismisses other forms of medicine as only
religious and having no credibility; however, biomedicine and shamanism have some aspects in
common, which are often ignored by western culture. Biomedical doctors and shamans gain
knowledge through apprenticeships with experienced healers, their knowledge is communicated
through certain events and terminology only the healers understand, and there also has to be a
space for the healing to take place.26 These are certain criteria all ethnomedicines meet.
Categorizing biomedicine as an ethnomedicine challenges the colonization aspect of superiority
and gives more recognition to shamanism and other healing methods throughout the world.
Even with the predominance of biomedicine around the world due to colonization,
indigenous healers have maintained a large patient pool.27 Specifically in the Amazon with the
rise of biomedicine and Christianity in the area, shamanism has decreased, but it is still relied
upon when biomedicine does not have the answers.28 Sometimes people also prefer to turn to
shamanism because it gives them a more personal and spiritual aspect, which is not found in
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biomedicine. Indigenous medicines are also often encouraged by individual governments around
the world.29 Since biomedicine is considered part of western culture and specifically American
culture, it is seen as a threat to moral values and to tradition in many countries.30 Indigenous
healing is associated with positive moral values and is often considered as protecting family
values in the midst of biomedicine’s focus on contraceptives.31
However, it is rare to find shamanism in the modern day without the influence of
biomedicine. During healing, the shaman often has two diagnoses with the source of the sickness
being from sorcery and then a non-sorcery element, which is recognized by biomedicine.32
Traditions are still followed; however, the patient receives a diagnosis that is deemed acceptable
to biomedicine, which is not traditionally part of the shamanistic healing methods. In the past
few years, views regarding ethnomedicines have changed, but there is still the biomedical belief
that it is superior and that shamanism should only be seen as magical or religious instead of a
medical practice.33 Because of this, biomedical beliefs of the body being a machine, and the body
and mind being separate can be found in other cultures now.34
Many people in western cultures have misconceptions regarding types of medicine. One
concept they do not realize is that biomedical research depends on medicinal plants and
indigenous knowledge in order to find effective healing methods.35 In order for this to occur,
companies and biomedical researchers need to recognize indigenous rights to the land and
healing knowledge.36 In Embrace of the Serpent, the sacred yakruna plant is cultivated in a way
that is disrespectful to its importance in the Amazonian culture. Because of this, Karamakate
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burns the plant, so it cannot be used in this way again. Many times pharmaceutical companies
and biomedical researchers will not know or will ignore the importance of the plant in the local
culture. This impedes on the indigenous land and disrespects the culture. In order for
biomedicine and shamanism to co-exist, the companies and researchers need to consult the local
healers and indigenous community to respect their culture and to learn more about how the two
healing methods can work together.
A second misconception is the use of hallucinogens in healing. Many indigenous healing
methods rely on plants that may be hallucinogenic to receive healing guidance from spirits and
deities. Hallucinogens are looked down upon in western culture because they are seen as
impairing judgement and as not morally correct. The idea of receiving messages from deities and
spirits are also dismissed in the midst of the scientific base of biomedicine because it is seen as
mystical and rooted in religion. However, the drugs used by biomedicine utilizes many of these
medicinal plants. The drugs made by pharmaceutical companies are the main healing technique
of biomedicine, and parts of the medicine would not exist without these plants and indigenous
culture and knowledge.
Biomedicine and shamanism can co-exist because people will still turn to shamanism due
to biomedicine’s impersonal nature. Shamanism and alternative healing methods give people a
different and important view of their bodies and illnesses, which broadens the understanding of
their body to more than the specific diagnosis they receive. Biomedicine is often lacking in its
views towards the body and sometimes does not have an answer to explain an illness. Many of
its techniques are invasive and harmful, which many people do not want to endure if there is
another option. Other ethnomedicines, including shamanism, have helped in many cases when
biomedicine does not have an answer and gives people other options regarding healing methods.
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Shamanism and other indegounous healing methods will persist in the globalizing world while
biomedicine continues to dominate in many countries. Alternative healing methods have gained
popularity in the past few decades and will continue to receive patients seeking a way to heal
both their bodies and minds. Biomedicine is still the dominant ethnomedicine in the world due to
colonization; however, shamanism is still turned to for its healing techniques and views
regarding the body.
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